
Civil Air Patrol’s ACE Program

Length of Lesson:  30 minutes 

Objectives:  

● Students will connect a character development story to daily actions.
● Students will construct and learn to throw a boomerang.
● Students will use critical thinking skills to connect the aerodynamic aspects of the boomerang to

the positive and negative consequences of their daily actions.

National Standards: 
Character Education Partnership (CEP) 

● Principles 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9

Next Generation Science Standards: 
● Ask questions based on observations to find more information about the natural and/or designed

world(s). (K- 2-ETS1-1)
● Analyze data from tests of an object or tool to determine if it works as intended. (K-2-ETS1-3)
● The shape and stability of structures of natural and designed objects are related to their

function(s). (1-LS1-1)
CCSS ELA: 

● RL 1.2 - Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central
message or lesson.

Background Information:   
A consequence is something that is caused after some action is completed.  When something good is 
done, a good consequence is the outcome.   Conversely, when something bad is done, a bad 
consequence usually follows.  In this lesson, students will be able to identify positive outcomes for 
showing kindness and compassion.  Additionally, they will be reminded that the choices they make 
will come back to them, like the flight of a boomerang.  

The Science Behind Boomerangs (from Weird Science Kids) 
A boomerang is a rotating wing. Though it is not a requirement that the boomerang be in its  
traditional shape, it is usually flat. A falling boomerang starts spinning, and most then fall in a  
spiral. When the boomerang is thrown with high spin, the wings produce lift. Larger boomerangs  
are used in hunting, thus they drop on the ground after striking the target. Smaller ones are used 
in sport, and are the only boomerangs that return to the thrower. Because of its rapid spinning, a  
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boomerang flies in a curve rather than a straight line. When thrown correctly, a boomerang returns  
to its starting point. 

Returning boomerangs consist of two or more arms, or wings, connected at an angle. Each wing  
is shaped as an Airfoil, so air travels faster over one side of the wing than the other. This difference in 
air speed creates suction or lift along what is roughly a plane which intersects the airfoil at a  
near right angle along the long axis of the wing. 

These wings are set so that the lift created by each wing opposes the lift of the other, but at an  
angle such that the flight pattern is constantly shifted as the forces of lift, drag, rotational inertia 
(etc.) ,'attempt' to reach equilibrium. In simple terms, this means that one side of the boomerang is  
different from the other. If both wings were identical, then the boomerang would spin, but fly in a  
straight line. 

A boomerang is a flying tool with a curved shape used as a weapon or for sport. Although it is  
usually thought of as a wooden device, modern boomerangs used for sport are often made from  
carbon fiber-reinforced plastics or other high-tech materials. Historically, boomerang-like devices have 
also been made from bones. Boomerangs come in many shapes and sizes depending on  
their geographic or tribal origins and intended function. The most recognizable type is the  
returning boomerang, which is a throwing stick that travels in an elliptical path and returns to its  
point of origin when thrown correctly. A returning boomerang has uneven arms or wings, so that  
the spinning is lopsided to curve the path. Although non-returning boomerang throw sticks (or  
kylies), were used as weapons, returning boomerangs have been used primarily for leisure or  
recreation. Returning boomerangs were also used as decoy birds of prey, thrown above long  
grass in order to frighten game birds into flight and into waiting nets. Modern returning  
boomerangs can be of various sizes or shapes and are made from a variety of materials. 

Materials: 
- pre-constructed boomerang (directions in lesson)
- Aesop‛s fable of “The Lion and the Mouse” (included)
- manila file folders (one per pair of students) or cardboard
- pencil
- scissors (if you use cardboard, you may need an X-Acto knife or a box cutter)
- boomerang pattern for each student or pair of students  (included)
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Lesson Presentation: 
1. Show students a four-winged boomerang.  Ask students to tell you what it is and what it does. For 

more information about the boomerang and it’s Australian Aborigine history, go to 
"History and Anthropology of Boomerang."

2. Demonstrate the boomerang.  Tell students that a boomerang makes you think about kindness and 
that you’ll explain why a little later.

3. Ask students if they think that a tiny mouse could help a huge lion. Ask if they think the lion 
would scare the mouse. Tell the class to listen carefully to the story and see if the mouse helps 
the lion.

4. Read the fable of “The Lion and the Mouse.” Or watch the video by 
ABCMouse. (Paper copy of story attached to lesson.)

5. Ask questions at the end of the story.
● What was the lion doing at the beginning of the story? (sleeping)
● What caused the lion to want to eat the mouse?  (The mouse woke him up.)
● Why did the lion not eat the mouse?  (The mouse told the lion he might be able to help him 

someday, and the lion was good-natured.)
● Did the lion believe there was any way the mouse could ever help him? (no)
● Why do you think the lion didn’t think that a mouse could ever help a big lion? (The lion 

probably thought of the mouse as being too small and weak to help a big, strong lion.)
● How did the mouse show kindness to the lion? In other words, how did he help the lion?

(gnawed ropes that had trapped the lion)
● What would have happened if the lion had not been nice to the mouse by letting him go 

when they first met?  (The lion would have been trapped forever or maybe would not have 
lived.)

● How did each of these characters show kindness toward others?  (The lion didn’t eat the 
mouse, and the mouse rescued the lion from the ropes.)

6. Show the boomerang again.  Ask students if they think they might know why boomerangs remind 
you of kindness.  Explain that when we show kindness to others, hopefully others will show 
kindness to us in return.  Just like a boomerang is thrown out and should return, when 
kindness is provided, it should be returned. 
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7. Ask if boomerangs return every time.  Explain that sometimes boomerangs may not return like 
they are supposed to, if they are not thrown correctly.  Tell students that if we do not do 
the right things in life, good things will not return to us as we want.  If they do rude and 
uncaring things, such as talk badly about others and pick on people, eventually their ugly behavior 
will get returned to them by someone, or they will get in trouble for their bad behavior at some 
point in time.  Just like a boomerang, what you say and do will come back to you in some way.  It is 
best, therefore, to choose to do good things.

8. Tell students that they will now construct a boomerang to remind them that the things we say and 
do come back to us in one way or another.  Follow the directions to construct the boomerang.

● Distribute boomerang patterns to students.
● Have students cut out the pattern.
● Have students trace the pattern onto the front or back of a file folder.  (Other materials 

may be substituted for the file folder such as foam trays or cardboard.  When thicker 
materials are used, the top surface of each blade should be rounded.)

● Cut out the boomerang.

9. Fly the boomerang (or present the summarization first depending on time). "Throwing A 
Boomerang - Throwing and Catching A Boomerang."  The directions for flying the boomerang are as 
follows: hold one wing of the boomerang between your thumb and index finger.  Hold the 
boomerang vertically (up and down), and give a spinning motion to the boomerang as you throw it 
straight forward. (In other words, hold it up and down and throw it forward as you would a 
baseball.) The boomerang will travel straight out from you a few feet, circle, and come back.  By 
the time it returns, it will be spinning in a level plane. Catch the boomerang by clapping it between 
your hands or thrusting your finger into the hole as it momentarily hovers.  Try throwing the 
boomerang horizontally and observe its flight. 

Some tips for throwing the boomerang are: throw it in a counter-clockwise spin. Throw it in the same 
way that you throw a Frisbee. Hold one V end of the boomerang, twist your wrist towards your body, and 
then flick it out to throw the boomerang. Try bending the ends of the V arms down a bit to better the 
chance of it returning. Or try bending the tips upwards. Everyone has a different throwing style, and 
the boomerang will not always return, but it usually does spin pretty nicely. Have fun! 

Summarization: 
Explain to students that the boomerang is a good symbol to remind them how they should live their 
lives. They should try to go in the right direction in life, doing what they are supposed to do.  They 
should also try to do good things for others along the way, because what they do will somehow return to 
them, just like the boomerang comes right back to them if they throw it correctly.  It is important to 
listen to and follow the directions of the adults around them, learn all they can in school, be kind to 
others and be honest in all they say and do.  If they choose to do the right things in life, good things 
should come back to them.  If they choose to do wrong things in life, good things will not come back to 
them.  “Like the flight of the boomerang, the choices you make today will return to you later in life, so 
make good choices!”  
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Assessment: 

● student answers during class discussion
● construction of boomerang

Additional activity ideas to enrich and extend the primary lesson (optional): 
● Draw a Venn diagram or chart on the board.  Compare and contrast the characters of the lion

and the mouse.  Be sure to include that one way they were alike was that they showed
kindness and cared about someone other than themselves.

●

●

Have students think about the characteristics of the mouse.  Because the mouse was small, he
could move through small places.  He had good teeth.  He used his special features to help the
lion.  Draw a picture of the 4-winged boomerang on the board.  Say, “If I was the mouse, and I
wanted to write a way I could help others on this blade of the boomerang, I would write, ‘I am
small, so I could get to something in a small space for someone.’ ” Ask students to help you
write three other ways the mouse could help others.  Write one way on each of the remaining
three blades.  Now, ask students to think of their own special qualities.  Have them write four
ways they can help others, with one answer on each blade.  Allow students the opportunity to
share what they wrote.  Remind students that when we help other people, we show that we are
kind and caring.
Create “Paint Stick Boomerangs” and compare with the boomerangs made in this lesson.

● Distribute and discuss the lyrics to the song “Boomerang.” (included) Listen to a group of ACE
students sing the song.   To hear Charlotte Ritchie sing the song, it is HERE.

● Conduct the following caring compliments lesson:
- Read and discuss Carol McCloud’s Have You Filled a Bucket Today? (other book

suggestions: I Like Your Buttons by Sarah Marwil Lamstein, Kindness is Cooler, Mrs. Ruler
by Margery Cuyler and Hurty Feelings by Helen Lester.)

- Pair each student up with a partner.  Instruct students to individually give each other a
compliment. Help the activity along when needed.  Ask the person who is receiving the
compliments to look into the mirror. Ask the student to describe his or her own facial
expression. After a student has given a compliment, have the student repeat the
compliment while looking at himself/herself in a mirror.  Ask the student who gave the
compliment to describe his/her facial expression.

- Lead a discussion concerning how the students felt when they received a compliment.  List
the responses on the board or on a large piece of chart paper.

- Discuss how students felt when they were giving a compliment.  List the responses on the
board or on a large blank piece of chart paper.
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- Distribute paper plates (card stock), and drawing materials such as crayons, paint, or
markers. Ask students to draw the way their face looked when they received a
compliment. Allow them to look into the mirror if they wish.  Ask students to flip the plate
over and draw the way their face looked when they gave a compliment. Allow them to look
into the mirror if they wish.

- End with a discussion on the likenesses and differences (if any), of the two sides of the
plate. Most plates will probably look alike on both sides since giving and receiving
compliments make people feel happy.   Use the paper plates for a display titled “The Many
Faces of Compliments.”

● Andre, Angel in a Poodle Suit by Pamela Danner  (Amazon)

● Oliver Button is a Sissy, by Tomie de Paola  (video reading)

● Two Good Friends by Judy Delton  (video reading)
● Corduroy by Don Freeman  (video reading)
● Alexander and the Wind-Up Mouse by Leo Lionni  (video reading)
● How Full Is Your Bucket? For Kids by Tom Rath  (video reading)

Associated Literature:
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“The Lion and the Mouse” 
Aesop 

One day a great lion lay asleep in the sunshine. A little mouse ran across his paw and awakened 
him. The great lion was just about to eat him up when the little mouse cried, “Oh, please, let me 
go, sir. Someday I may help you”.  The lion laughed at the thought that the little mouse could be 
of any use to him. But he was a good-natured lion, and he set the mouse free.    

Not long after, the lion was caught in a net. He tugged and pulled with all his might, but the 
ropes were too strong. Then he roared loudly, hoping someone would come to his aid. The little 
mouse heard him and ran to the spot.  “Be still, dear Lion, and I will set you free. I will gnaw the 
ropes.”  With his sharp teeth, the mouse cut the ropes, and the lion came out of the net. “You 
laughed at me once,” said the mouse. “You thought I was too little to do you a good turn. But 
see, you owe your life to a poor little mouse.” 
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Boomerang
Words and Music by Sonya Isaacs and Ben Isaacs 

Performed by Charlotte Ritchie
From Charlotte Ritchie’s CD, CLOSER

VERSE 1:
Talk is cheap no matter what you say
You’re gonna reap tomorrow what you sow today
So don’t take too lightly your deeds to mend
‘Cause the winds of justice will blow again

CHORUS:
Hey, watch what you do and watch what you say
That boomerang is coming back your way
The harder you throw it, the farther it flies
It might hit you harder than you realize
Gotta play by the Golden Rule in this game
Or you won’t be ready for that boomerang
Watch where you’re throwing that boomerang

VERSE 2:
Don’t point your finger at what others do
‘Cause there’s three just like it pointing back at you
You know a little bit of love goes a long, long way
You might need a little back on a hard luck day

BRIDGE:
There’s a lesson to be learned from a little toy
So listen up every man, woman, girl, and boy
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Four-Wing Paper Boomerang
SOURCE: NASA Glenn Research Center 

Four Wing Paper Boomerang  
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